Now Showing in Digital Projection with
Dolby Surround Sound
Friday 17th August to
Tuesday 21st August, 2018

THE SPY WHO DUMPED ME:
Screening:
Friday & Super Tuesday @ 7.45
7.45pm
Saturday & Sunday @ 2.30pm*, 5.30pm & 8.00pm
8.00pm*
pm*
Audrey and Morgan, two thirty-year-old best friends in Los Angeles,
are thrust unexpectedly into an international conspiracy when
Audrey’s ex-boyfriend shows up at their apartment with a team of
deadly assassins on his trail. Surprising even themselves, the duo
jump into action, on the run throughout Europe from assassins and a
suspicious-but-charming British agent, as they hatch a plan to save
the world. Rated MA 120mins

THE MEG:
Screening:
Friday & Super Tuesday @ 8.00pm
8.00pm*
pm*
Saturday & Sunday @ 5.00pm* & 8.00pm
8.00pm
A massive creature attacks a deep-sea submersible, leaving it
disabled and trapping the crew at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.
With time running out, rescue diver Jonas Taylor must save the crew
and the ocean itself from an unimaginable threat -- a 75-foot-long
prehistoric shark known as the Megalodon. Rated M 120mins

DUMBO:
DUMBO:
ALL TICKETS $10

Rated G

64mins
64mins

Screening: Saturday & Sunday @ 3.00pm
3.00pm
A young circus elephant is born with comically large ears and given
the cruel nickname Dumbo. One day at a show, he is taunted by a
group of kids, inciting his mother into a rage that gets her locked up.
After Dumbo's ears cause an accident that injures many of the other
elephants, he is made to dress like a clown and perform dangerous
stunts. Everything changes when Dumbo discovers that his enormous
ears actually allow him to fly, and he astounds everyone at the circus
with his new talent.
Coming Attractions: ADRIFT: MISSION IMPOSSIBLE FALLOUT: THE LION KING:
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